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- Integrate 3 types of diagrams (Directorial, Normal,
UML Components) into the model - Add new
diagrams (tree, rectilinear, etc.) - Add more than 30
plugins (1-click add) - Export diagrams into MS Word,
JPG, PNG, TIF, PDF - View and edit model
components - Preview and edit graphical
representations of the model in a UI designer - Fast
and free - 15.5 Mb System Requirements: - Windows
98/Me/NT4/2000/XP/Vista (32 bits / 64 bits) - 512
Mb RAM - 2 Gb HDD - DirectX Categories: Software
WhiteStarUML Portable Description: Intuitively use
the UML language to present the project structure of
the system. Select among the models (Functional,
Objects, Component), view/edit the structure of the
diagram or generate a flow chart from it.
WhiteStarUML Portable Key Features: - Analyze the
hierarchical structure of the diagram, given the ability
to create "virtual" child models - Analyze the structure
and the hierarchy of the diagram, given the possibility
to export in Word format - Represent the view/edit
mode of the diagram directly within the program
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without having to install another editor - Analyze the
diagrams to easily find out the diagram hierarchy and
the blocks inside it - Generate UML diagrams from the
program, given the ability to customize the output Import and export to MS Word, PDF, PNG, GIF, JPG
System Requirements: - Windows
98/Me/NT4/2000/XP/Vista (32 bits / 64 bits) - 512
Mb RAM - 2 Gb HDD - DirectX Categories: Modeling
FPS Creator: The premiere FPS creator with easy to
use interface. FPS Creator is a premiere game creation
software with a simple and intuitive interface for
anyone. If you want a game that looks great and plays
well, FPS Creator is for you. FPS Creator is designed
for simple development and has a user friendly
interface for all users. Game development is a complex
process with a lot of tools. FPS Creator simplifies this
process by providing a number of powerful tools that
help with all aspects of creating a game. FPS Creator
contains a lot of features that will help you create a
game you can be proud of. Features: * Easy to use
interface, Drag and drop FPS Objects
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The KBase Keymacro is a programmable macro
keypad. It is designed for high productivity
applications. By means of its advanced macro
functions, the programmable keypad offers a quick
and efficient way of doing repetitive tasks. A software
development manager has to know the techniques used
by programmers in order to make decisions and
determine what should be improved in the design and
coding phases of the project. In addition, the manager
has to be aware of some programmatical analysis
techniques used by the programmers when they go
through the code. There are a lot of software
development manager tools, such as the Rational Rose,
available for Windows and Mac. Nevertheless, these
tools are generally not free, and this can be a great
drawback. Other products offer a free version, but the
quality of the code produced is not the best. By using
the next product, you will be able to manage the
programming tasks better, you will know how to avoid
errors and you will be able to use high-quality code
when you get to a project. You can also use it in your
free time, when you are looking for interesting new
programming projects. Keymacro is a code generator
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for automating programming and debugging tasks.
Programmers use macros to make their work easier
and the Keymacro is a programmer macro. The
Keymacro also does the repetitive and boring part of
the programming. It does code generation, code
beautification, code-reading and code-writing. You can
also do code-copying, code-filtering, codesimplification and much more. Keymacro 4 is the best
version of the Keymacro. It is a Windows program that
helps programmers to automatize their coding tasks.
You can use macros to write programs and do other
tasks, such as creating classes, procedures and
methods. You can use Visual Basic, Visual C++,
Visual FoxPro, VB.NET, Java, C# and many other
programming languages. The entire functionality of
Keymacro can be used as a plug-in for Word, Excel,
Powerpoint, OpenOffice, Eclipse and more. In order to
work with the Keymacro, you have to use Visual Basic
programming language. In Visual Basic, you can create
the macros that are going to be used by Keymacro.
Then you can create or modify a template that will be
used by Keymacro when you start a new project. The
macros, classes, procedures and methods that are
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WhiteStarUML is a lightweight, fast, elegant,
professional and FREE UML tool that allows you to
draw, explore and modify UML models.... Read more
Description: WhiteStarUML is a lightweight, fast,
elegant, professional and FREE UML tool that allows
you to draw, explore and modify UML models.... Read
moreThis invention relates generally to communication
systems and particularly to multiplexed radio
frequency (RF) receivers of digital communication
systems. Communication systems that utilize multiple
RF frequency bands require multiple receivers. One
type of receiver which is popularly utilized is a
superheterodyne receiver. Superheterodyne receivers
receive signals of a plurality of different frequencies in
the same band. The signals of different frequencies are
received and mixed with a local oscillator signal. The
resulting signals are filtered and amplified and then
applied to an intermediate frequency (IF) stage. The IF
stage mixes the amplified signals down to a single
frequency. The resultant IF signals are then applied to
a demodulator and applied to an output of the receiver.
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Another type of receiver which is widely used in RF
receivers is the direct conversion receiver. In a direct
conversion receiver, a portion of the desired RF signal
is mixed with the local oscillator signal in a mixer
stage. Thus, the local oscillator frequency is the same
as the desired RF frequency. The resultant signals are
applied to a filter and to an intermediate frequency
stage. The intermediate frequency signal is then
filtered and amplified and applied to a demodulator.
However, direct conversion receivers have the
disadvantage that a local oscillator signal which has the
same frequency as the desired RF signal must be
applied to the mixer stage. In some applications, it is
desirable to be able to receive a digital signal or a time
division multiplexed signal and a second signal which
is representative of a second digital signal in a single
receiver. In one application, the second digital signal is
a control signal that is transmitted on a second RF
carrier signal which is substantially orthogonal to the
first RF carrier signal. The local oscillator signal and
the first RF signal are applied to a first mixer stage,
and the second RF signal and a second local oscillator
signal are applied to a second mixer stage. A filter is
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provided to filter out a first IF signal generated by the
first mixer stage and a second IF signal generated by
the second mixer stage. In one application, the first
mixer stage includes a local oscillator signal which is
substantially orthogonal to the first RF carrier signal,
and the
What's New in the WhiteStarUML Portable?

- Add-ins Manager: this module allows you to install
and uninstall plugins - Autonomous diagrams:
diagrams can be automatically generated by selecting
from predefined templates - Automatic annotation: this
function is activated by selecting an annotation zone
and indicates whether the selected zone is made up of a
single object or if there is any subzone - Business
diagram: this feature is composed of a main diagram,
and optionally, two diagrams for the functional and the
logical parts - Diagram Explorer: this function displays
the explorer - Diagram Listener: this feature can be
used to run a query when an item is selected in the
diagram explorer - Diagram Navigator: this module
navigates between a set of diagram, as the user makes
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changes to the model or the diagram - Diagram Peek:
this function enables to view the diagram without
opening it - Diagram Properties: this tool can be used
to set a selected property or to define a command (via
context menu) - Diagram table: this module displays a
list of diagrams - Diagrams Library: the toolbox
enables the selection of a diagram, among the
numerous diagrams installed - Directory browser: this
tool displays the explorer of the directory in which the
specified file is stored - Document viewer: this
function opens an external application to open a
specified file - File browser: this function displays the
explorer of the directory in which the specified file is
stored - File Peek: this function enables to open an
external file without opening it - File Search: the
function finds files in the specified directory and
subdirectories - Full project explorer: the explorer is
loaded when the model is first opened - Languages:
this feature enables you to install add-ins supporting a
specific language - Menu: this tool enables the creation
of menus and submenus - Model Peek: this function
enables to preview the model without opening it Notes: this tool displays the notes - Object property
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browser: this function displays the explorer of the
object properties - Object search: this function enables
to search for objects and their properties in the
specified directory - Operation browser: this tool
enables the opening of an external application Operation Peek: this function enables to open an
external operation without opening it - Output
terminal: this tool is used to redirect the information to
a terminal - Project explorer: this tool displays the
explorer of the main project - Project property
browser: this function enables to display the explorer
of the project properties - Project search: this function
enables to find the projects in the specified directory
and subdirectories - Run Project: this tool enables to
run the specified model - Run Project Peek: this
function enables to preview the model without opening
it - Shell: this tool is used to open the specified
executable as an external application - Source code
browser: this tool displays the explorer of the source
code - Software library: this feature enables the
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System Requirements:

Windows XP and later 1024×768 resolution or greater
1GB of RAM DirectX 9.0c compatible video card
Broadband Internet connection Internet Explorer 9 or
later If you have not previously visited GameFaqs, you
must create an account to participate in the forums.
Rules: There are no rules. Discussion, questions, and
snide remarks are encouraged, and your participation is
welcome. We ask you to follow the following
guidelines, but your participation is not
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